PREMIUMEVENT
TICKETINFO

Dear Sir or Madam,
Thank you for your message and your interest in our Premiumevent.
We will be happy to accept inquiries for the 2022/23 season again as soon as the official DFL match schedule for the coming season
is published. The corresponding announcement is expected to be made at the end of June, beginning of July 2022. After publication,
you will find all dates at fcbayern.com/en/spielplan/profis.
We will gladly accept orders for all matches and areas after corresponding publication. Please note that due to contractual
agreements, it is not possible for us to give you a binding commitment for your desired match for the 2022/23 season immediately
after receiving your request.
However, we will make a note of your request and provide you with meaningful feedback in a timely manner before the match as to
whether your order can be fulfilled or are already able to make you a binding offer. We are confident that we will be able to send you
this feedback for the first 2-3 matches in the preliminary round by the beginning of August, for the other matches in the preliminary
round probably by mid-September and for the matches in the second round from mid-December. We apologize for this delay and
thank you in this context for your understanding.
We are happy to accept orders for all possible matches in the UEFA Champions League and the DFB Cup. An info about the
availability can be given regularly 1 week after the respective draw.
With best regards,
Your Premiumevent Team

CONTACT
FC Bayern München AG
Bianca Faforke
Säbener Straße 51-57
81547 München
Email: premiumevent@fcbayern.com

PREMIUMEVENT
FOYER / EVENTBOX / PRESENTERBOX

➢ Exclusive boxes and corporate amenities, on level 5
➢ High-quality catering service (buffet), through our partner DO & CO
➢ Complimentary drinks, a variety of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages
➢ Private waiting service and corporate hospitality
➢ Access to the Panorama- and Winebar on level 5
➢ Tickets for in-house parking, garages P1-P3
➢ Access from parking area to stadium via exclusive VIP entrance on the Esplanade.

FOYER A

EVENTBOX
EVENTBOX

PRESENTERBOX
PRESENTERBOX

Bookable from 1 to 100 persons

Bookable from 1 to 150 persons

Bookable for 10 / 20 persons

Seats in the upper tier (category 1, section 304)

Direct view to the pitch and straight access from the
front of the box to your dedicated seats (category 3,
north)

Direct view to the pitch from box and straight access
from the front of the box to your dedicated seats
(category 3, north/south)

Bundesliga/DFB

Bundesliga/DFB

Bundesliga/DFB

350 € pp incl. VAT

450 € pp incl. VAT

Please note: prices for matches in UEFA competitions and DFB-Pokal may vary
For further information regarding the Premiumevent, please refer to fcbayern.com/en/tickets/hospitality-tickets

500 € pp incl. VAT

PREMIUMEVENT
FRANZ BECKENBAUER LOUNGE

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Exclusive amenity on level 3
High-quality catering service (buffet), through our partner DO & CO from 2 hours prior to kick-off, while the halftime break until 2 hours past the final whistle
Including a variety of alcoholic and non-alcoholic complimentary drinks and beverages
Reserved seat on table
Assigned seats inside the stadium: Either in some category 3 seats in the middle tier, or category 2 in the upper tier
Tickets for inhouse parking in garages P1-P3 included (one parking ticket for two purchased seats, please indicate the demand in your order)
Access from parking area to the stadium via exclusive VIP entrance on the Esplanade
Orders possible from 1 requested ticket on
400 € pp incl. VAT

Please note: prices for matches in UEFA competitions and DFB-Pokal may vary

